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Abstract

Daya Bay NPP is the first commercial nuclear power plant in China. This plant is interested in and
pro-active towards the development and application of PSA and PSA tools. This, together with the
support from the IAEA promoted the project "THRMS: the pilot study of risk management system
for NPP". The objectives in development and implementation of THRMS includes: survey and
discuss on the development of the approaches used in constructing plant risk models; design and
study on the realization of a real-time risk management system. An overview of the project is
presented in this paper.

1. Background

For the last years a large number of PSAs have been finished world- widely. It is no doubt that
PSA is nowadays the appropriate technology and tool that can evaluate and qualify the base-line risk
level for the installation. But the standard/general PSA models are still not suitable enough to be used
as assistant tools during the daily plant operation. As we know that many changes on components and
systems can occur in the plant configurations during the operation phase. These changes can be
originated by planned activities like tests, maintenance and repair or by unplanned actions, mainly
random events (failures) on components and systems. This results in a fluctuation of the risk level
over operating time and is denominated as the "risk profile" (RP) of the installation. Therefore, PSA
models must be regularly updated to reflect the changes of plant availability and configuration, and
be made compatible with the actual plant status. To resolve this problem, the development of Living
PSA technology and the adequate management tools - Risk/Safety monitoring Systems, which are
based on Living PSA models and techniques to study and assess the risk and optimize the operation
of the installation with respect to a minimal risk level over the operating time, is nowadays of a
growing interest.

There exists internationally a large number of Living PSA and risk monitoring systems that are
under developed or already in use in different countries. Some are of great interest like ESSM from
United Kingdom, SAFETY MONITOR from NUS, SAS and R&R workstation and EOOS from
SAIC in the United States, etc. Till now, some risk or safety monitors have been installed for plant
daily use, and some of the applications have gained rather wide acceptance from the plant staff as a
means to check safety assumptions and provide an objective basis for expediting or rescheduling
work activities based on risk significance. Actually the nuclear industry and the regulators have
shown a growing tendency for a major usage of PSA in general, and LPSAs and RMS for safety
management and plant operation decisions in particular.

The first commercial nuclear power plant in china - Daya Bay NPP starts operating in 1994.
Nearly 10 reactor years of operation experiences makes it possible for the plant to turn from going all
out in the operation assurance to being able to do something in the operation improvement and
optimization in the meantime. In fact, some advancement activities using PSA techniques have been
attempted within certain scope recently, e.g. system reliability analyses on DC power systems and
plant trip reduction PSA project. The benefit of using PSA technology in daily operation and
maintenance management is gradually being recognized by the installation. Moreover, the Daya Bay
NPP is scheduling to extend its fuel cycle from 12 months to 18 months, and at the same time to
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shorten the refueling outage time as far as possible. Hence on-line maintenance activities must be
rapidly increased, the corresponding maintenance, test and repair rules must be rescheduled, and the
spare parts storage must be rearranged too. Therefore Daya Bay NPP is comparatively active and
cooperative in moving forward towards applying and implementing LPSA and even risk-based
technology inside the installation.

The above mentioned as well as the support from IAEA promotes the project "THRMS: the pilot
study of risk management system for NPP". The objectives in development and implementation of
THRMS includes: survey and discuss on the development of the approaches used in constructing
plant risk models; design and study on the realization of a real-time risk management system.
Overview of the project is presented in this paper.

2. Study on the approaches

A plant specific PSA model is an integral part of a risk management system, that is so called
plant risk models. Two fundamental approaches are usually used when establishing risk models
suiting for risk management systems based on fault trees and event trees from standard /general PSA
and dealing with the models to provide risk information reflecting the changes of plant availability
and configuration in a real-time. One is using pre-solved cutsets equation and the other is through the
complete solution. The merits and shortcoming of the two approaches are discussed in detail.

• Cutsets equation
Using cutsets equation is to re-quantify the pre-solved Boolean cutsets equation of core damage

by changing the numerical values according to new configuration. This approach was widely used in
the first developed systems due to its fast calculation capability. But the possibility of losing some
potential failure modes and cutsets due to the inevitable truncation when generating the Boolean
equation influences the accuracy of evaluated results.

Aiming at the weakness, some methods are studied to recover the potential lost and improve the
accuracy. Some of them start with multiple Boolean equations: series of Boolean equations
respectively under several groups of possible configurations are pre-generated. When plant
configuration changes, the equation under the most closest status is selected to be re-quantified.
Whereas some others are trying to find out the lost cutsets. For example, in accordance with a certain
criterion, some truncated cutsets involving at least one of the failure components are seek for and
then supplemented into the Boolean equation to reduce the loss etc.

Since none of these amending methods has resolved the potential loss completely and basically,
and with the rapid development of computer technology, using fast fault tree solution algorithms to
allow so called complete dynamic solution of the whole risk model is becoming more realizable, this
approach is gradually not adopted in the risk monitoring systems developed recently.

• Complete solution
Complete solution of the risk models is to modify the fault trees and event trees according to the

current configuration change of the plant and then re-quantify the fault trees and event trees. It can
furthest ensure the high precision of the evaluation, but if it is not well associated with fast fault tree
solution algorithms or logic model optimization techniques, the whole resolving process will be
terribly time consuming. Hence, how to bring it into being in software development and in the
meantime improve the solution speed as much as possible to ensure the whole evaluations can be
performed within minutes becomes the biggest obstacle on the way of developing the re-
quantification approach.

Through the discuss of these two approaches, we decide to adopt the re-quantification approach
in our pilot study system THRMS. As described above, the two important issues in resolving the
problem of solution speed are developing fast fault tree solution algorithms and logic model
optimization techniques. Several fast computing codes for Fault Tree analysis are available in the
market. Hence, how to simplify and optimize the risk model purposively in case of ensuring the
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unaltered logic relationships in order to reduce the model size significantly and make it possible to be
evaluated in real time has been chiefly studied.

The common simplification methods using modularization or the largest independent sub-trees
are usually used after the fault tree models have been constructed. It is not required that the modules
or the sub-trees obtained should have physical meanings, and failure of the components inside does
not always lead to the failure of the module or sub-tree. Thus the simplification process is separated
from the system prototype, and many information contained in the modules or sub-trees cannot be
utilized conveniently. With reference to these methods and through the analysis on the configurations
of typical safety systems of nuclear power plant as well as the structure of their fault trees, a
optimization method of constructing super-component based on "segment" concept is put forward.

So called "segment" is a series of tandem components in the system, which are in charge of one
segment function together. The structural feature determines that any of the components inside the
segment fails will fail this segment and the influences on the system respectively from the segment or
from the components are same. For example, a pump and its upstream and downstream isolation
valves can constitute a segment. Either the pump fails or the valves fail closed will fail the segment
function of delivering water. Thus, not only the objective of using modules or independent sub-trees
to simplify the fault trees can be achieved by constructing super-component based on segment, but
also can the corresponding relation between segment failure and component failures be made
consistent. Besides the convenience in fault tree model processing - failure of the components can be
transferred to the failure of the segment directly, the certain physical meanings of the super-
component can be utilized too, especially in case of considering a number of components are
unavailable due to the isolation procedure when one of them is in maintenance.

Of course, the independence of super-component based on segment must be ensured. Events that
may appear in other places, e.g. common cause failure events and support systems, should be
extracted out of the segment and be treated with individually.

Since tens of basic events can be represented by one basic event, size of the models can be
significantly reduced and the solution time can be greatly saved. An example of auxiliary feed-water
system shows the comparison of computing time.

Truncation
value
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1E-10
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1E-9
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3. Introduction to THRMS

Risk Management system of THRMS is being developed by Institute of Nuclear Energy
Technology of Tsinghua Univ. Aim of the software is to work as an assistant tool in risk-based
decision making. Its designed tasks include: monitoring and indicating the plant risk level, giving out
risk-based advises on operation or maintenance activities, assessing the influences on plant risk level
caused by maintenance schedules, recording plant (systems and components ) operation history for
reference and PSA updating.

THRMS is developed to operate in a Microsoft Windows environment and provide an estimation
of the plant risk , through the complete solution of the risk models, rather than pro-solved cutsets.
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The complete solution results are required by specification within minutes on a personal computer.
The whole software is based on object-oriented designing and programming techniques, and realized
with Microsoft Access for relational database, Microsoft Basic for graphical interface and Microsoft
C++ for numerical calculations and algorithms used for numerical analyses.

THRMS is designed to support three kinds of users: plant operators, maintenance schedulers and
PSA analysts. In order to meet different user needs, THRMS consists of three main sub-systems:
Risk Indicator for plant operators, Maintenance Scheduler for maintenance staff and System Configer
for PSA analysts and software system administrator.

© Risk Indicator
As mentioned above, Risk Indicator is designed to support plant operators to control plant risk

level and to ensure plant safety. Functions that Risk Indicator supports include:
• Input of detailed information about the changes of plant status. For example, when and for

what reason which component is out-of-service or restored etc.
• Calculation of the instant risk and the respective AOT. Plant risk model will be modified

automatically to reflect changes of plant availability and configuration according to the
above change information, and then be re-quantified to give out the current risk level and the
AOT based on risk significance.

• Calculation and ranking of the benefit due to component restoration.
• Information query and output. Three levels of information can be referenced: plant level

(baseline and actual risks, current dominant Minimal Cutsets, plant equipment importance,
risk profiles etc.), safety systems level (system unavailability, current important components,
system importance, system fault tree graph etc. ). and components level (location, type,
current status (out-of-service or in service), current risk benefits for components out-of-
service etc.).

Risk Indicator demonstrates the most important information in an integrated and user-friendly
environment. A small "risk indicator panel" indicates current and baseline risk level as well as risk-
based AOT both in text and graphic modes. The color-coded status panel displays the operability of
the various plant systems based on the equipment currently out of service. Graphical interface
binding with internal database makes it easier to surf through all the queries.

© Maintenance Scheduler
For plant- maintenance staff, THRMS helps them to make maintenance schedules and evaluate

the candidate schedules in the viewpoint of risk. Consequently two modules are developed.
• Maintenance schedule editor

Schedule editor allows users to edit or create a maintenance schedule in text or in graphic
mode.

• Maintenance schedule assessor
Schedule assessor reads the candidate schedule and determines the status of systems or
administrative requirements and creates the respective risk profile. The bar-shaped risk
profile helps avoiding any unexpected risks (e.g., two trains of a system cannot be out of
service at the same time). It allows schedulers to shift planned work to another time period,
prioritize equipment to return to service and remain in service, and recalculate the system
status and risk profiles.

© System Configer
System Configer provides administrators and PSA analysts some convenient tools to fulfil the

software system administration and risk models updating. Some main modules are:
• Fault tree converter

Different PSA analysts often use different software to build their fault trees, like IRRAS.
NUPRA, CAFTA and RISK SPECTRUM. Various storage formats of fault trees are big
troubles to fault tree resources sharing and modifying. It is a hard work to convert fault trees
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between two different formats. Fault tree converter is designed to import raw fault trees into
THRMS database, and in the meantime give them interfaces to be converted between

different formats.
Risk model creator
Function of risk model creator is to create master logic fault trees based on event trees and
fault trees. That is: event trees and the corresponding fault trees are merged into a master
fault tree taking core damage event as the top. The logic relationship of the event tree must
be correctly represented in the new fault tree.
Reliability data modification tool
Component reliability data must be frequently updated according to the accumulated
operation experience. This tool allows PSA analysts to modify the reliability data within the
database, including failure modes, failure data and so on.
System configuration
THRMS supports several kinds of solution algorithms. PSA analysts and administrators can
choose which they prefer in this module. Moreover, some software configurations are
performed here, for example, user management, plant model chosen, printer setup etc..

4. Conclusion

Through the development of the project "THRMS: a pilot study on risk management system for
NPP", we can say that LPSAs and RMS are promising tools to support risk-based plant configuration
control and strategy making, helping operators to optimize the operation with respect to a minimal
risk level and improve the economic benefits without reducing plant safety level. Nevertheless, more
efforts must be made to complete the technology of LPSA and RMS and gain acceptance from more
and more plant staff in advance.
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